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About This Game

Echoes of the Fey: The Fox's Trail is an English-language visual novel that mixes a high fantasy setting with the mysteries and
conspiracies of pulp detective fiction. Play as Sofya Rykov, a private investigator with a secret of her own: unstable magic

powers she uses to solve her cases. In "The Fox's Trail", Sofya is hired to track down a missing Leshin with connections to the
Human resistance during the occupation. Investigate how you prefer, with over 100 choice points throughout the story. Some

will improve your relationship with the characters. Others will provide you critical information. And some will change the fate
of the people you will come to know.

Side-scrolling segments link important parts of the town and open up side quests

Multiple endings based on your gameplay and choices

Voice acted (partial with expression lines) and animated characters
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25+ song soundtrack inspired by the synth-fantasy meld of films such as Legend and The Neverending Story

The first episode in a series that will explore other mysteries

For the first time in almost thirty years, the land of Oraz is at peace. For three decades, the Humans and Leshin waged a brutal
war over the right of Humans to power their cities and machines with magic. But the Leshin people have overthrown their

theocratic leaders who pushed to extend the war and ushered in a new era of reconciliation and reconstruction.

This peace, however, is fragile and strained under the shared history of the two peoples. This is true nowhere more than the city
of Vodotsk, a historically Human city that was occupied and ruled by the Leshin for years. Old grudges among the Humans have
re-emerged. Leshin who lived there for years as rulers must decide whether to return beyond the Great Forest or stay as second-

class citizens. And the wounds of the war threaten to re-open whenever the two peoples come into contact.

Echoes of the Fey is a series of detective stories set in the high fantasy world of Oraz starring Sofya Rykov, a Human private
investigator with a dangerous secret: following a near-death experience in the war, she spontaneously developed the ability to

use magic. She is joined by her Leshin partner, Heremon ir-Caldy, a doctor fascinated by Sofya’s magic but fearful it will soon
come at the cost of her life. Together, Sofya and Heremon navigate the mysteries and tensions of Vodotsk, the city they intend

to make both their hiding place and their home.

The Fox's Trail is the first episode of the series and concerns a missing Leshin, presumed dead during the war. Sofya and
Heremon must explore Vodotsk and dig up a dark secret that threatens to shatter the fragile peace between their two peoples.

The majority of the gameplay is traditional visual novel dialog trees, with dozens of choices that can affect the story and Sofya's
ability to solve the mystery on her own. There is also a 2-D representation of the city to explore and side quests to discover more

about the world, as well as deepen Sofya's relationships with the characters.
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Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Woodsy Studio
Publisher:
Woodsy Studio
Release Date: 12 Jul, 2016
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Doesn't quite capture the theme of the games, but it's short and watchable. So short, in fact, that I question the logic of reading
reviews for it instead of just watching it yourself.. After playing this game for a short period of time i can say that its crap. This
game seems to be nothing but another rip off of other bullet hell type games and its a poor ripoff at that. However it is in Early
Acess so i will forgive it for its unoriginality. I will say that with some actual work this game has some potential however the art
sprites etc. seem to have been slapped together in about 5 minutes in total using \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing ms paint and the
game generally seems really janky and buggy. Again with some actual proper work done this could be something good however
as it is now....

2\/10 - Steaming pile o\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. I couldn't explain why I bought, installed and played
this game.

But I did.

Carry on.. Is it not a bad game per se, but it feels unfinished. What is mind-boggling is that it' a successor of Dirt Rally, where a
lot of missing things are implemented, that the game is already at version 1.1 and that it costs hefty 55 €. Wheel support and
FFB is bad, game is not aware for what cars it should use H-shifter and for what sequential, so it's up to players to configure
settings each time they change a car. These are small details that work perfectly in Dirt Rally and somehow completely missed
Dirt Rally 2.0. The central play mode is crippled by always online feature that is randomly deleting your career progress (?!?).
Game should be either still in QA phase or marked as early access and offered at early access price tag.

What is not missing and well implemented is DLC content, displayed in a nice popup when you start the game a good week after
release. It will deliver some new cars and tracks at new location. It's kinda hard not to feel like idiot paying 55€ for half baked
game knowing that they will try to sell you additional content before they even fix the most annoying bugs. So I am an idiot,
fine, but I'll be an idiot not recommending the game.. Only AI, theres no PvP
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i dint get mmy game its a scam. WEAPON SELECTION
[ ] What's a weapon?
[ ] Standard selection.
[ ] Standard HALF-LIFE selection.
[X] Incredible weapon count!
[ ] ok please stop now.
IS THIS A GOOD THING? / EXTRA NOTES: In the case of this game, a large count of weapons is done VERY well, and fits
with the game. You can expect to see weapons from HL1, HL2, and the HL2 Beta. There is also a katana, which is by far my
favorite melee weapon in the game. If you feel like it, you can even kick enemies.

MAP SELECTION
[ ] Horrible map(s).
[ ] Pretty good maps!
[?] HALF-LIFE quality!
[ ] Puzzle and platforming perfection!!
[ ] too much. too much. too much.
IS THIS A GOOD THING? / EXTRA NOTES: As of now, this game does not have any original maps. All of them are from
HL2:DM, but that is perfectly fine for what the game is. The lack of new maps here is in no way an issue.

ENEMY TYPES
[ ] Less than base.
[ ] Base enemies.
[X] Extra enemies!
IS THIS A GOOD THING? / EXTRA NOTES: This game contains enemies from HL1, HL2, and the HL2 Beta. It's really fun
to get to fight against to many enemy varieties at once. The Beta enemies are not unbalanced, and fit very well with the
gameplay.

MOBILITY
[ ] Somehow less movement options...
[ ] Standard movement options.
[X] Extra movement abilities!
[ ] mostly useless new options.
IS THIS A GOOD THING? / EXTRA NOTES: FIREFIGHT RELOADED equips you with a double jump and a jetpack. If you
put in the effort to get skilled with these new movement abilities, you can put b-hopping to shame with the incredible speed and
accuracy you can move with!

STORY
[X] No Story.
[ ] Story.
IS THIS A GOOD THING? / EXTRA NOTES: I feel that this game does not need a story. Running around, killing things, and
getting overpowered is good enough for me.

- - - - -

FINAL NOTES AND COMMENTS
This is a VERY good mod, but it is not for everyone. The game is closer to an RPG or a Hack N Slash than the standard formula
of HALF-LIFE. If you like HALF-LIFE and either of those game genres, PLEASE try out this mod.
A lot of other reviewers are saying the game is bad because it crashes all the time, but it is a very easy fix. Just go into the
advanced options, lower the max enemy count, and have fun!. I love it but no people who play MP. if someone stil playing it
please txt my. This game is absolutely beautiful
Artistically, Musically and Thematically beautiful

The gameplay is very nice and runs extremely smoothly, even if its very simplistic. At first it feels like it has some depth to it.
Then you realise how few skills you actually get and battles kinda end up being over-simplified as a result.
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The games not without its glaring flaws though, as it tends to lag like a ♥♥♥♥♥ in the overworld, especially after leaving the
city and running does not work, at all

Sorry that I can't bring anything new about this whole thing, but all the other reviews are pretty spot on:

Its a great, beautiful game with a good handful of techniqual issues.

That said, I utterly recommend you get this, especially if your into JRPGs. Just make sure you save often and stock up on
potions and you will be fine. great game ! mutiplayer is cool.. just people have to know how to let poeple join before they start
the game.. :P. The Best Single Player Builder Type Game I Think Ive Ever Played!!!!!!!!11 AWEsOME DEVS. Long game for
this genre. Creative ideas, fun puzzles, challenging hidden object scenes. A great game for any HOG lover - especially when on
sale!
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